Tax end accounts for small and medium companies
We routinely prepare year end statutory accounts for UK limited companies and liability
partnerships (LLPs). Usually, you're required to file these 9 months after each 12-month
trading period. But that's your own trading period, unlike the tax year, so it's crucial to find
a reliable accounting firm to keep you on schedule.
We also prepare accounts for a variety of sole traders—whether for the bank, your
records, or self-assessment tax returns.
Leave it to Plus Minus. We'll process your bookkeeping documents, statements, receipts,
invoices and so on to prepare your accounts, and we'll advise you on any planning
opportunities you've missed.

Save time and money on your tax return
We're familiar with all issues of tax planning and compliance, as well as current HMRC
regulations, so we're optimally placed to ensure the tax returns we file are benefiting small
and medium businesses. We've worked with a wide variety of clients and covered the full
gamut of taxation, from basic PAYE to self-employment and a range of more complex tax
affairs.
When it comes to filing your tax return, we'll make especially sure to minimise your tax
bills. We'll identify every possible expense that you're eligible to claim as tax deductible—
including the price of our service.
And with your signed authorisation, we'll also represent you to HMRC. This includes all
correspondence, investigations, and appeals, allowing you to get right back to running
your business.

The accountants firm businesses need
At Plus Minus we're specialists at preparing end of year accounts for small and medium
companies. We offer a personal, on- or off-site service, not just another anonymous and
often unqualified online back office. We don't just prepare and file your accounts, we look
over them with a qualified and sharply analytical accountant's eye, feeding crucial advice
and support back into your business's growth. And we file all of your returns accurately
and on-time with no omissions or questionable claims.
We also pride ourselves on our honest upfront pricing for a full and thorough, but
nevertheless rapid, tax return service. There are no unexpected fees and add-ons, and all
your official fees are included.
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business owners like you, we're your number one contact for year end accounts and tax
returns.
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